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São Paulo, Brazil
f.marquespenteado’s solo exhibition
‘rivieras_bags_scarves_alps’, the artist’s
third at Mendes Wood DM, is a world unto
itself: a realm of elegance and bounty, perhaps to the point of meretricious excess.
Split across two galleries, the show gathers multifarious mixed-media artworks,
made between 2009 and 2017, which
question the role of social norms, styles
and environments in shaping bourgeois
Western identity and the class anxiety
that undergirds it.
The artist’s use of a gender-neutral
moniker is itself a statement, given
the cultural associations of the work’s
principal medium: embroidery. Recurring
throughout is a rectangular stitch, the
ponto fernando, which the artist named
after himself. F.marquespenteado’s
dexterous command of needle and
thread entices viewers to closely observe
the countless fine, narrative details in
his work.
In the main gallery, along one wall,
a cascading display features dozens of
brightly dyed and hand-painted silk and
linen scarves (2009/17), each embroidered
and stencilled with unique patterns.
Opposite hangs a wall of colourful
handmade tote bags, fashioned from a
patchwork of different fabrics. Scarves
and totes appear as emblems of the
‘Alpine’ and ‘Riviera’ lifestyles imagined
by the exhibition title – staples of the
European jet-set. Between these installations stands a rustic, roofless, heptagonal
hut, reminiscent of a bandstand or tourist
kiosk. A row of hand-drawn, neoclassical
balustrades runs along the bottom-half of
its opaque, clear plastic walls, while above
this hangs ‘Travel Notebooks’ (2018), a
sequence of pale-hued collages of black
and white photographs, gouache paintings and machine-made thread patterns
on sheets of paper and cotton cloth. The
vintage photographs portray scenes that

the artist selected for their depictions of
an ‘Alpine lifestyle’: cocktail parties on the
slopes (Travel Notebooks_03) or a crowd
gathered on the steps outside a building in
Lausanne (Travel Notebooks_04). In other
works are images of grand plazas and
manicured gardens, dining tables, cafes
and card games. On the reverse of these
walls (accessible through a plastic curtain),
a sequence of colourful textile pieces and
a couple of tote bags suggest a brighter
and warmer – though no less hollow and
anaesthetised – life in a fantasy ‘Riviera’.
On another wall of the main space,
f.marquespenteado’s slanted stitches fill
the background of a found, unsigned still
life painting in oil (Stained Floral_01, 2017).
Mounted to the wall below the painting,
a wood and glass cabinet holds strips of
embroidered animal hide. Atop the cabinet,
two ceramic vases bearing plastic flowers
with embroidered leaves add to the carefully composed domestic tableau, filled
with bourgeois bric-a-brac. Meanwhile, the
artist’s nearby Malaise Neo Concretista
20 (2015) – a small, framed cork acoustic
insulation panel, spray-painted off-white
and pinned with embroidered cloth – recalls
relief works by Sérgio Camargo from
the 1960s and ’70s, like a tawdry keepsake or an off-kilter reproduction, hung
by a petit-bourgeois aspirant to the
art-collecting class.
Known for exploring the perversity
of domestic spaces, f.marquespenteado
has altered the exhibition’s second gallery
to resemble the sitting room of an Alpine
lodge, stocked with the personal effects of
one Christian Maier, a fictional character
devised by the artist, whose portrait appears embroidered on the head of a tennis
racket. The lower portion of the walls in
this room have been spray-painted with
the texture of stone block, while Maier’s art
collection (all works by f.marquespenteado)
hangs in the upper part. Once again, here,
the artist’s meticulously crafted objects
and sly installations lampoon our distinctions between socio-economic classes,
and our futile pursuit of higher status.
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ANDREAS BLANK &
HELENA PARADA KIM
Choi & Lager, Seoul,
South Korea

NATURE GONE
ASTRAY
Edouard Malingue
Gallery, Shanghai, China

At Choi & Lager’s Seoul gallery, Andreas
Blank’s and Helena Parada Kim’s latest
works – respectively, realist sculptures
and still life paintings – express a renewed
interest in ordinary things. Although the
exhibition does not have a theme, the artists’
practices are connected in implicit ways,
leaving viewers to experience how they
capture the transience of contemporary life.
On the first floor, natural sunlight fills
a room hung with Parada Kim’s intensely
hued oil paintings of traditional Korean costumes, known as hanbok, which belonged
to her now-deceased relatives. Samchon’s
Hanbok (2018) depicts a loose pile of her
uncle’s trousers and short jackets, in vibrant colours of red and green, which were
normally reserved for festive occasions. In
Torn Hanbok (2017), Parada Kim observes
in minute detail a tattered, traditional upper
garment called a jeogori. The fabric, with
its gold peony pattern, the stubborn stain
marks and the sheen of old satin all appear
viscerally real, powerfully evoking her
loved ones.
Born to a Spanish father and a Korean
mother – who settled in Germany after
being dispatched by the South Korean
government as an expatriate nurse along
with thousands of workers in the 1970s –
Parada Kim grapples with her own identity
and cultural heritage in her work. Nurses
and Cranes (2017) is arguably the artist’s
most ambitious piece to date: a large
group portrait, based on an old photograph
belonging to her mother, which shows 12
nurses and a doctor posing for the camera.
The nurses wear the old-fashioned uniform
of a black dress, apron and cap while,
behind them, stands a large folding screen
adorned with traditional Korean symbols for
longevity and good fortune – cranes, pine
trees, a full moon, a river – in bright and
clear colours. By comparison, the nurses
appear drab and indistinct; some of them
have neutral expressions, others have had
their faces left unpainted, along with their
hands and feet, leaving them barely visible.
These ambiguous physical attributes seem
to convey the nurses’ sense of unease
at being displaced in a foreign country,
wishing to return home.
Parada Kim’s delicately nuanced paintings are aesthetically at odds with Andreas
Blank’s candid sculptural renderings of
everyday items, including a shirt, briefcase,
shoes, sunglasses and a paper plane.
Blank uses precious stones – such as alabaster, basalt, serpentine and marble –
that are traditionally associated with historical, religious and mythological subjects
in ancient Greek and Roman sculptures.

‘Nature Gone Astray’, a group show at
Edouard Malingue Gallery in Shanghai,
circles around a set of tales that seem to
ask: what happens when nature goes off
track? A range of loosely connected works
– each occupying its own intellectually consistent and coherent world – engage with
botanical histories and nonhuman futures.
Long fascinated by wild plants and
weeds – and their roles as political symbols
across history – artist and scholar Zheng
Bo proposes an ‘eco-queer’ aesthetics in
his recent work, drawing together queer
bodies, laboratory plants and botanical manuscripts. Zheng’s 17-minute film
Pteridophilia I (2016) deploys a new term
coined by the artist: a reference to affection
– or, in the classical Greek sense, ‘brotherly love’ – for pteridophyta plants (a now
invalid taxon for a species that reproduces
via spores rather than flowers or seeds). In
Zheng’s film, these ferns, which engage
in concealed asexual reproduction, are
foregrounded as protagonists. Drenched
in eroticism, Pteridophilia I follows a group
of naked Taiwanese male performers as
they lose themselves in a forest of ferns at
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The artist travels to quarries across Italy
and Zimbabwe to find these raw materials. Adopting the age-old practice of
stone carving, he chisels, refines and
polishes the rock to create solid forms with
lusciously smooth and shiny surfaces. For
Monument 22 (2018), Blank employs the
natural milky shade of the original block to
enhance a sculpture of a white shirt, while
shallow incisions around the collar, buttons and pocket encourage viewers
to look closer.
Blank’s Still Life (2018) – which depicts
a skull placed next to a plastic bottle and
bin liners – gestures towards the ephemeral nature of everyday things, like
contemporary updates of Dutch goldenage vanitas and Spanish bodegónes of
the 17th century. Compared with Parada
Kim – who draws on Eastern and Western
art-historical traditions that confront
impermanence and transcendence –
Blank plays on the contradiction between
the fragility of life and manmade objects
that will inevitably outlive us, despite our
transient interactions with them. There
is something whimsical and astute about
insignificant and trivial objects being
elevated beyond the ordinary.
Yujin Min
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the Yangmingshan National Park near
Taipei. Either individually or collectively,
they begin to scratch and masturbate
with the ferns. There’s a sense of primitivism but, predominantly, a vitalism in the
blend of blazing sunlight, human bodies
and plants. Zheng’s film serves as a subtle
critique of anthropocentrism, in its production of an environmental theatre filled with
nonhuman desire.
Miljohn Ruperto and Ulrik Heltoft’s
‘Voynich Botanical Studies’ photographic
series (2013–ongoing) re-imagines the
mysterious 15th-century Voynich manuscript, which is filled with a mass of illustrations of unidentifiable plants alongside
cosmic symbols and as-yet undeciphered
text. The manuscript has been an ongoing
mystery since it was purchased in 1912 by
the Polish book dealer Wilfrid Voynich, with
each attempt to decode it (most recently
using artificial intelligence) doomed to failure. Employing digital-imaging software,
the artists have used three-dimensional
modeling to render an image of each of
the manuscript’s plants. These digital files
have, in turn, been converted into negatives
and, finally, into a series of silver gelatin
prints. The artists were greatly influenced
by German photographer Karl Blossfeldt’s
detailed images of plants and animals from
the 1920s.
Meanwhile, Beijing-based artist
Liu Xinyi offers a spatial and olfactory
intervention throughout the exhibition.
Liu’s Guerrilla Squad (2018) consists of
seven line-marking wooden trucks, each
carrying a single commodity (curry powder,
coffee, salt, sesame seeds, Sichuan peppercorn, chilli powder or loose tea). Each
vehicle becomes a marker of the ‘territorial difference’ between China and one of
seven other nation states, and bilateral
trade between these countries today. (The
words for ‘boundary’ are printed in Chinese,
Hindi, Russian and other languages across
each car). Soon, the gallery is filled with the
pungent scent of these spices. Alongside
these works, Liu presents a series of fake
airline posters (‘Next Stops’, 2018). Reflecting the artist’s wry humour, the posters
advertise the hamlet of China in upstate
New York, or the municipality of Lachine in
Quebec – which bear only nominal similarities to ‘China’. But those looking for a more
serious punchline behind Liu’s superficial
wit will be disappointed. Whether viewing
nature through an eco-queer lens, or as a
cosmic, alien force, any critical perspective
on the human-nonhuman binary in ‘Nature
Gone Astray’ remains ambivalent.
Xin Zhou
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